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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

l.l Introduction

Due to geometrical imperfections in gears and

finite tooth stiffnesses, the motion transmitted from an

input gear shaft to an output gear shaft will not have

conjugate action. This non-uniform motion is termed

transmission error and is an excitation of vibration and

noise, two parameters which are

gear designers.

In order to strengthen

of great interest to

the understanding of

oftransmission error and to verify mathematical models

gear transmission error, a test stand that will measure

the transmission error of a gear pair at operating

loads, but at reduced speeds would be desirable, l(h_le

most transmission error testers have been used to test

gear pairs under unloaded conditions, it is the goal of

this thesis to design a loaded transmission error

tester.

A layout of the main components of such a test



stand is shown in Figure I. For a g_ar box wlth a gear

ratio of one, few tooth meshing combinations will occur

during a single test. In order to observe the effects

of different tooth mesh combinations and to increase the

ability to load test gear pairs with higher gcar ratios,

the system

ratio of two.

was designed around a gear box with a gear

It is desired that the motor and load be

selected such that test conditions of up to 700 ft-lbf

at 6 rpm on the drive side and 1,400 ft-lk[ at 3 rpm on

the load side (for a gear ratio of 2) are possible for a

test time of at least one hour. This will enable the

test stand to test a gear pair of 7.5 inch center

distance, 12 diametral pitch, 2:1 gear ratio) with a

face width of 2.5 inches at design loads as calculated

by the AGMA Gear Strength Rating 218.01 [13.

%,

!

1.2 Previous Loaded Transmission Error Testers

As previously noted, most transmission error

testers have nominal torque capabilities, yet beginning

with Harris [6] in 1958, some loaded testers have been

reported. This section reviews, in increasing load

capability, several of the loaded test stands that have

been reported in the literature.

Hayashi and Hayashl [7] basically used the same
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layout as in Figure I, but the torque transmitted was

under 5 ft-lbf, while the maximuR te_t speed was 1,500

rpm. They inserted a flywheel in between the gear box

and the motor and the gear box _nd the load, and solved

the _ystem dynamic equations, assuming negligible gear

inertias and system damping, for 82 and 83 (the angle of

the pinion and the gear) with torque inputs T l, T 2, T 3,

and T 4 as shown in Figure 2. The torques were measured

with strain gages and fed Into integrators

potentiometers to calculate each angle and

subtracting the two angles, the transmission error

calculated. They

practical use."

Daly [2] did

reported,

and

by

was

"sufficient accuracy for

extensive research using a

recirculating power rig (four-square rig) which is shown

in Figures 3 and 4. Daly used optical encoders to

measure the transmission error. He tested two gear

boxes: an automotive type manual transmission and a gear

box with one pair of spur gears. Maximum torque loading

was 90 ft-lbf, while a DC motor using a V-belt drive was

used to produce test speeds from zero to 6,000 rpm. In

both cases a flexible coupling needed to be inserted

between the gear train being tested and one of the

four-square gear boxes to reduce the effect of slave
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gear box vibrations on the transmission error

measurements,

Seager [15] used a four-s_uLre test stand and

optical encoders shown in Figure 5 _o measure the

transmission error of a gear pair. He showed that the

torsional vibration amplitudes of a spur gear pair are

about four times the magnitude of a comparable helical

gear pair for loads up to 500 ft-lbf. Seager confirme_

the well-known fact, quantitatively, that helical gearu

can reduce vibrations compared to spur gears and should

be used in high-duty applications.

Ichimaru and Hirano [9] also used a setup similar

to measure transmission error, but the

work involved tooth deformation and

a test stand in

of an automotive rear axle

to 500 ft-lbf us measured at a

to Seager [15]

thrust of their

dynamic loading.

Lastly, Krenzer [12] constructed

which transmission error

loaded to torques up

mesh frequency of 12 Hz (Figure 6). Input torque to the

rear axle was accomplished by driving an eddy current

clutch with a i00 Hp, 3,500 rpE RC motor, while the load

was supplied by an eddy current brake. Krenzer assu_ed

the input speed of the gear Pair to be constant and

measured only the acceleration of the output shaft. The
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acceleration was integrated twice to determine

output angular position and transmission errer.

the

1.3 Tl_esis Overview

The purpose of this thesis was to design a system

to measure the transmission error of a set of spur or

helical gears under loaded conditior, s. The torque and

q

speed specifications were mentioned briefly in Section

i.I and will be elaborated on further in Chapter 4.

Chapter 2 gives background information on gear

e_rors and gear error measurement techniques. Chapter 3

discusses the test stand desiwn and layout. Dynamic

analysis of the system, including torque and speed

control methods and error analysis, _s covered in

Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusse_ the possibility of

testing bevel gears and worm gears with the tester. The

final chapter, Chapter 6, contains recommendations and a

summary of the test stand design features.

Five appendices

synopsis of DC torque

optical encoders and

are included. Appendix A is a

motors. Appendix B discusses

the electronic calculation of

transmission error from the output of the encoders.

Appendix C contains the source listings of the computer

programs used in Chapter 4, while Appendix D is • cost

II



analysis of the project.
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Chapter 2

GEAR ACCURACY

2,1 Introduction

When the mating teeth in a gear train have profiles

that produce a constant angular velocity ratio, they are

said to be conjugate pairs. In theory, it is possible

to select an arbitrary profile for a driving tooth, and

then find a profile for the driven tooth which will give

conjugate action. The involute profile is one solution

which happens to have the same form for the driving Lnd

driven teeth. A benefit of the involute form is that

conjugate action remains, even for small deviations in

cente_ distance, but since the involute profile is

normally not perfect and other geometrical imperfections

will exist, non-uniform motion is always present.

13



2.2 Applications

Geometrical

significantly alter the

are transmitted. A

servomechanisms, printing

machine tools, is that

imperfections in gears can

ways in which motion and load

common requirement for

machinery, and some types of

angular motion should be

transmitted with great precision [14].

For systems with higher loads

non-uniform motion of gears creates an

and speeds, the

exciting force

that will excite structural vibrations and cause noise

[18]. Although the vibrations may lead to pitting and

scoring of gear teeth, and reduced reliability of the

gear train [133, the gear noise is often of primary

interest. The noise generated will depend on the

transmission error of the gear pair, shaft speeds and

loads, and the mechanical properties of the gear box.

The noise produced from the gear box is generally

proportional to the load, b:at for spur gears Harris

[63 showed that an o_timum load often exists which

results in a reduced noise level.

gives rise to the smoothest

transmission errnr for the gear pair

The optimum load

motion, or lowest

and will usually

exist for gears with profile modifications. For loads

less than the optimum load, especially for unloaded or

14
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lightly loaded shafts, the teeth bounce about and may

not remain in contact to produce noises which are made

up of tooth impacts.

Noise reduction may be achieved by increasing the

contact ratio much that additional pairs of teeth are

always in contact (e.g. from 1.7 to 2.3 ). In

troublesome case• with spur gears, vibration and noise

c_n be reduced by changing to helical gears where the

load transfer from tooth to tooth is smoother due to the

increased load sharing.

and static transmission

reduced compared with

Therefore, stiffness variations

error variations are greatly

spur gears, and consequently,

helical gears are less prone to large vibrations [15].

2.3 Types of Geometrical Gear Errors

For spur an_ helical gears the geometrical errors

that may exist are listed below. Items I-4 are shown in

Figure 7.

l. Involute (or profile) error - Tooth forms
that differ from the ideal involute.

2. Pitch error - The angular position error of
one tooth relative to an adjacent tooth. May

also be expressed in distance at the pitch
radius.

3. Accumulated pitch variation - The error in

distance along the pitch circle radius that

15
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the tooth is offset relative to an initial
tooth.

4. Runout - The amount of eccentricity between
the shaft center and the pitch circle due to
imperfect mounting.

5. Lead error - The normal deviation from the
design position of the tooth face in the
axial direction.

6. Burrs on teeth.

Helbourn [20] has stated that better gears are

likely to have a maximum runout of 0.0010 in., together

with a maximum adjacent pitch error of 0.0002 in. and a

maximum involute error of 0.0001 in. E20].

2.4 Gear Inspection

There are basically two types of gear inspection:

elemental and composite. Elemental inspection involves

the measurement of individual

quality, usually by scanning

displacement measurement probe.

typically include involute0 lead

pitch variation, runout, and tooth

parameters of gear

the tooth face with a

Measured parameters

or tooth alignment,

size. Newer gear

inspection systems offer automated testing and on-line

computer analysis for graphical output at resolutions as

low as I micro-inch. Standard methods for measurement

of individual errors have been widely used and are

17
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adequate to define gear quality.

Composite testing involves meshing two gears

together, one of whlch can be a master gear. Composite

tests are attractive for inspection because they are

quick and comprehensive in ccmparlmon vith the

conventional elemental methods in that most of the

meshin9 surfaces are in nominal contact, rather than the

discrete position measurement taken in elemental tests

[14]. There are two types of composite tests: double

flank and single flank {Figure B).

_he most co,on composite test is the double flank

type in which two gears are meshed tightly on both sets

of flanks so that there is no backlash. The variation

in center distance is measured as the gears are rotated.

As Munro [14] states, "This is a simple test, and for

this reason, it is attractive, but it suffers from the

difficulty that it is usually impossible to interpret

the tooth-to-tooth pattern of the center distance

variation curve in terms of elemental errors."

Furthermore, the tight meshing conditions are not

usually met in service and the double flank error curve

is sometimes identical for two quite different sets of

profile errors.

In single flank testing, the gears roll together,

18
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as in service, at their proper center distance with only

one flank of each gear in contact [18]o The recorded

measurement is the difference in angular position, or

transmission error. The measurement represents, is Daly

and Smith [3] state, "the difference between the actual

angular position of the output shaft of the gear pair

and the position which the shaft would occupy if the

gea_ pair were perfect, i.e. with no errors or

deflections." Quantitatively, the transmission error is

calculated as follows:

TE= e - ne
P g

Hhere:

TE = transmission error

e = angle of the driving gear (pinion)
P

eg = angle of the driven gear (gear)

- gear ratio, Ng / Np

= number of teeth of the gear

n

The ingle

(2.1)

of each gear shaft may be measured in a

variety of ways, but two of the more conon methods use

optical encoders (which is discussed in Appendix B) or

angular accelerometers. The error uay be given as an

angular displacement in arc minutes or arc seconds, or

as a linear displacement at the pitch clrcle radius in

inches or millimeters.

20
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2.5 Transmission Error

Transmission error does

but should be thought of as

plotted as a curve versu_

not have a single value,

a continuous variable,

gear rotation [14]. The

transmission error can be considered to consist

addition of two

alternating value.

interest in gear

of the

components: a mean value and an

Only the alternating component is of

noise. The mean component, which is

due to the tooth deflection from the torque loading,

will not give rise to a non-uniform motion, but will

just cause a lag in angular position.

The measured transmission error is not of a single

gear, but is measured for gear pair since the error

contains contributions from each gear and is dependent

upon the geometrical imperfections and tooth stiffness

of each gear. However, one may select a drive gear

whose geometrical imperfections are small compared to

the driven or test gear. Such a gear is often referred

to as a master gear. The transmission error of the gear

pair will then approximate that of Just the driven gear

for unloaded or lightly loaded testa. For higher torque

levels, and consequently larger deflections, a master

gear is not likely to be as good an approximation of a

perfect gear because its deflections differ little from

21



those of imperfect gears.

The procemsed

directly related to

variation, runout,

transmission error

involute (profile)

accumulated pitch

data can be

errors, pitch

variation, and

burrs or loose debris. Only lead errors, which can

affect the transmission error because they may cause the

point of contact to travel ax_ally across the tooth

face, cannot be measured by this meShod.

If the gear pair under test does not contain a

master gear, the once per tooth cycle errors on each

gear cannot be identified from the transmission error

measurement except when all gear tooth combinations

occur. Then, according to Sharpe and Smith [16] time

averaging techniques allow separation of the pitch

errors. Otherwise, separate detailed gear measurement

is necessary to locate these once per tboth mesh cycle

errors which may be due to profile errors on either or

both gears, due to helix angle errors, or due to

alignment errors. A typical transmission error plot

shoving many of these erkors is given in Figure 9.

The transmission error of a gear or gear pair is

dependent on the direction of rotation, center distance,

shaft speed, and the specific tooth pairs in contact.

Since different flanks of the teeth are in contact, the
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transmission error is by no means identical for

cloc_ise and counter-cloc_ise rotation. At the design

center distance most of the gear face is in contact at

one point or another, while for extended or contracted

center distances different portions of the gear teeth

will be in contact resulting in a different transmission

error. _e dependency of shaft speed is classified into

two groups: static tranamismion error and dynamic

transmission error. Static transmission error tests are

run at very low shaft speeds (5-15 rpm), while dynamic

transmission error tests are taken at normal operating

speeds (typically I000 rpm of higher). Constant shaft

speed is not required since the error is a function of

relative angular displacement and not of angular

velocity, but the speed _hould not vary excessively in

measuring transmission error. For a gear pair whose

number of teeth on each gear do not have a least common

denominator, each tooth on the driving gear will mesh

with each and every tooth on the driven gear.

Otherwise, only certain tooth mesh combinations will

repetitively occur. The particular combinations may be

changed by initially meshing with a different

combination of gear teeth, hence, the transmission error

will change.

24
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l'oda and Tordion [19] attempted to relate standard

errors such as profile error, pitch error, etc. to

transmisslon error using Fourier analysis. Their

results showed that the combined pitch and profile error

may be approximated as the transmission error, but as

gear quality decreases, the difference between the gear

transmission error and the combined pitch and profile

errors becomes larger.

dlfferences between

combined pitch and

Even for higher quality gears,

the single flank test and the

profile errors will be present

because it has been shown that there is some _nteraction

between the elemental errors and because all of the

tooth face does not mesh with its mating tooth [14].

In the past, the measurement of transmission error

has been neglected, mainly due

conveniently measuring the

skirt rotations which result

to

small

from

the difficulty of

changes in relative

small imperfections

[14]. Presently, the more complex transducers and

their associated instrumentation required for single

flank testing

advantage of

little skill

is relatively

being extremely

to use. Due

expensive, but has the

accurate and requires

to the high costs of the

optical encoders, which are the usual sensing elements,

the single flank test is not as common as the doub]e

25



flank test, but mince the single flank temt _s a much

better indicator of gear noise and can distinguish

elemental errors, Sunro [14] believes it will ultimately

i be measurement which is routinely made.a

2.6 Modification of Tooth Profile

Sometimes it is beneficial to introduce small,

intentional errors into the gear tooth profile. Because

of the probable occurrence of unavoidable errors in the

assembled gear train and because of tooth and housing

deflections under load, high dynamic loads may result

[18]. Therefore, it is usually necessary to modify the

tooth shapes with tip, flank, and/or end relief which

makes the tooth-to-tooth load transfer less abrupt. The

benefits extend to transmission error as profile and

lead modifications may also reduce the error,

particularly the components at mesh frequency which are

the main contributors to gear noise.

2.7 Frequency Spectrum

The transmimsion error curve is a periodic

function, having distinct periodicities at once per each

shaft revolution and once per tooth mesh cycle which can

be conveniently represented by a Fourier series. The

26
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errors at s_ft speed frequency are typically due to

pitch errors and eccentricities in mounting or

manufacturingt while the mesh frequency ( shaft speed

multipled by number of

profile errors and tooth

similar from tooth to

gear teeth) errors are due to

stiffness changes which are

tooth. Multiples of the mesh

frequency component are often present, while multiples

of the shaft speed frequency are usually small compared

to the fundamental frequency.

Gear noise _eduction is normally achieved by

reducing the frequency components at mesh frequency and

its harmonics [8]. This is so because these frequencies

are so often in the most sensitive frequency band of the

ear [203 and are the largest in magnitude. _]hen the

speed of rotation is such that the frequency of one of

the error components of the transmission error curve

coincides with a natural frequency, high noise levels or

large dynamic tooth loads, or both may result and should

be avoided.

%
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Chapter 3

LOADED TRANSMISSION ERRO_ B¥STE_ DESIGN ARD LAYOUT

3.1 Introduction

The goal in designing the loaded transmission error

system was to be able to measure the transmission error

of a gear pair under constant load and speed with

minimal influences from the surroundings. It will be of

interest to view the transmission error in both the time

domain and the frequency domain. The time domain is

useful in inspecting the transmission error on a

tooth-to-tooth basis, while the frequency domain shows

the components at mesh frequency and its harmonics which

are particularly useful in gear noise analysis. This

chapter discusses the selection of the specific hardware

to be used and the physical layout o[ the equipment.

.o ,°

t
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3.2 0price1 Encodmrs and Signal Processlng Onlt

Restating equation ( 2.1 ) from

transmission error is defined as follows:

k_ere :

0
P

e
q

n

N

Therefore,

TE - 6p - n_g

chapter 2,

= angle of driving gear (pinion)

= angle of driven 9ear (gear)

= gear ratio, Ng / Np

= number of teeth on the gear

the an_ular position of each gear must be

measured (as continuous values), and then the

transmission error uay be calculated as given above (see

appendix B for a detailed explanation).

The neasure_ent of the angles will be made using

high resolution, optical encoders which will be borro_md

from an existing, unloaded (lightly loaded) transmission

error tester made by _leason/Goulder. The encoder heads

have 18,000 lines per rev01ution which, after

processing, enable the transmission error measurement to

have a resolution of under 0.5 arc-seconds.

Integrated into one encoder is the drive source for

the unloaded tester, a small DC torque notcr, _hile a

viscous damper _Ich supplies a resisting torque, is

29



attached to the shaft of the other encoder. Since the

torque motor will not be used, it will need to be

disabled by disconnecting Its four lead wires. The

torque rating of the viscous damper Is adjustable to a

near zero setting and Its effect on the tranBmitted

torque will be negligible.

Each encoder head will be mounted on a 3 axis

positioner as shown in Figure 10. The X and ¥ degrees

of freedom are manifested by slots, while a screw drive

controls the Z degree of freedom. Two T-slots, centered

on the base plate and 45 inches apart, can be used to

secure the mounting bracket to the base plate. Although

there is sufficient a_ea to mount the bracket to the

ba_e plate, the bracket will extend over the base plate.

The signal processing unit from the Gleason/Goulder

unloaded tester will be used to calculate the

transmission error from the output of the encoder heads.

The processing unit has a frequency bandwith from zero

to II Hz and in most cases will provide the upper test

speed limit. For analysis purposes the highest

frequency to be recorded will, in general, be the third

harmonic of mesh frequency. Hence, the maximum mesh

frequency will be Ibout 3.5 Hz, which, in turn, will

limit the shaft spoed, w 1, as stated in equation {3.1).

30
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wI = 3.5 _ 60 / N • rpm (3.1)P

For the gear pair described in Chapter I, which has 60

and 120 teeth (5 inch and I0 inch diameters and a

diametral pitch of 12), the maximum pinion shaft speed

would then be 3.5 rpm. This is an average size gear and

for other gears the maximum pinion speed will range from

2-5 rpm.

The transmission error calculated by the signal

processing unit is output on a strip chart recorder (an

integral part of the processing unit) and as a voltage

signal. Most of the controls of the unit (low pass and

high pass filtering, chart scale, chart speed, etc.),

affect only the transmission error plotted on the strip

chart. A major drawback of this signal is that only the

transmission error time domain plot is output• and it

can only be examined visually. The output of

transmission error as a voltage signal enables numerous

post-processing capabilities. Some of the more useful

capabilities are the spectral analysis of the

transmission error• time averaging, enhanced graphics

plottinq, and the ability to store the data on disc for

future analysis. Presently, a Itavetek 804A multi-

channel Signal Processor is used in conjunction with a

frequency divider and a proximity pickup to achieve the

32
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above lis_ed capabilities. The samplin_ rate of the

gear is al_ys synchronous with the gear rotation so

exact harmonic orders of shaft speed are generated in

the spectrum plot.

3.3 Test 9ear box

The test stand was designed to test gears that have

parallel input and output shafts (primarily spur gears

or helical gears). Due to the large transmitted forces

the gear pair must be mounted in a gear box with

bearings to withstand any axial or radial forces

"4

generated by the gear pair. This rill improve the

accuracy of the transnission error measurement by

reducing the shaft deflections and w_l] also decrease

the loading on the drive source and load. Although it

viii be of interest to test gear pairs with different

center distances, it is advisable to use a gear box with

i

.i

°0F
DO

a fixed center distance rather a variable center

distance since the radial shaft deflections are likely

to be larger for the variable center distance gear box.

A variety of gear boxes may be tested as the only

physical restrictions are:

1. The gear box must have double-ended shafts so

the optical encoders may be directly

33



connected.

2. The ground-to-shaft height for both gears
must be the same and should not exceed the

fixed height of the motor shafts, 20 inches.

3. The center distance must be at least seven

inches to allow room for the optical encoders

and the torquemeter. However, it is likely
that more Iodern, miniaturized encoders will

allow this dimension limit to be

su_stantially reduced.

Although it would be convenient if the length of the

overhanging $haft_ and the shaft diameters were

identical for each gear box tested, it is not mandatory

since the variations can be accounted for by different

length connecting shafts between the gear box and the

motor.

In order to raise the shaft height to the fixed

centerllne of the DC torque motors, the gear box will be

mounted on a support fixture which, in turn, will be

mounted to the base plate. In order to avoid having

numerous mounting holes on the base plate surface, the

support fixtures for all gear boxes should use the same

mounting holes.

A gear ratio of two was used in designing the

system for torque and speed levels, yet gear boxes with

other gear ratios may be tested. In cases where the

gear ratio is greater than two to one, the operating

torque level will be limited by the maximum torque the
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load motor can supply for the test time required.

3.4 Drive Source _ Load Motor

The function of the drive motor is to supply the

input torque and shaft speed to the gear box being

tested. The peak torque rating of the drive source

should be approximately 1,000 ft-lbf, while the speed is

not a major concern mince static transmission error is

the prlaary measurement to be obtained and the

Gleason/Goulder processing unit has • bandwith of Ii Hz.

However, moderate speeds are desirable in order to

reduce data acquisition and signal processing time.

Assuming some kind of motor and load torque ripple will

be present, it would be preferred that the content be at

high frequency, well above the mesh frequency if

possible, so that its effects on the transmission error

may be minimized by low pass filtering.

Three drive concepts, a DC torque motor, a

hydraulic motor, and • four square rig, were

investigated. Each apparatus has the capability of high

torques.

A four square rig is • system which uses two gear

pairs (either identical or have the same diameters and

gear ratio) connected by two shafts in which the torque
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then equal

dzsplaced.

bearing and

is 'locked in' by fixing one side of a coupling on a

shaft and rotating the other side of the coupling an

initial angle before "astening. The induced torque is

to shaft stiffness multiplied by the angle

Only a low powered motor (to o_ercome

gear friction) is required to rotate the

shaft, but the zetup has a major drawback in that the

slave gears have •n undeterminable effect on the

transmission error measurement and would have to be

replaced for each gear box tested.

Two kinds of hydraulic motors, a screw type and a

piston type, were analyzed, but both have minimum

operating speeds well above the maximum test speed as

governed by the processing unit. The screw type motor

delivers smooth output torque, but has a minimu_ speed

rating of about 1,000 rpm. Piston motors, will in

general, operate continuously at 300 rpm, but have an

objectienable ripple torque at a frequency from 8-11 per

revolution (the number of pistons of the motor).

Each hydraulic motor would require • speed reducer,

most likely a set of gears, because of their relatively

poor performance at stall and •low speeds. Since the

object of tha test apparatus is measuring the positional

accuracy of one set of gears, it was felt that
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introducing another set of gears _ould l_ar_fully affect

this measurenent and the torque transmitted. For this

reason, along with the fact that hydraulic systems are

often noisy and inherently messy due to leakage, the

hydraulic motor as a drive source was deemed

unacceptable.

The DC torque motor is a direct drive unit capable

of maximum torque at zero speed (See Appendix A for

operating characteristics of a DC torque motor).

Although the maximum no load speed of a large torque

motor is only 20-30 rpm, torques up to 2,000 ft-lbf dre

available for speeds from 5-10 rpm. The power input

required by the motor is three phase which is usually

supplied and regulated by a transformer and a DC aervo

amplifier/controller. The torque ripple of the motor is

usually less than 4% of the mean to, que and for large

motors the torque ripple is around 200 times the shaft

speed.

Even though the cost was somewhat higher compared

to the other devices, the DC torque motor was selected

for the drive source, since it can best provide the

desired torque and speed levelB with the smoothest

operation, and can easily accomodate feedback controls.

The feedback controls can allow for dynamic compensation
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to essentially provide for the modification of effective

shaft compliance and damping.

For the load brake, several devices seemed feasible

to supply a resisting torque at low speeds. The devices

considered were a DC torque motor, a hydraulic pump, an

eddy current brake, ar.d a disc brake. The hydraulic pump

was discounted for the sa_e reasons discussed earlier

for the drive motor. Likewise, the eddy current brake

doe_ not operate well at or near stall conditions and

would also require a speed increaser. Hence, it was

also felt t_ be inadequate. The torque loading

smoothness of the disc brake was questioned and it's

ability to apply rapid increases and decreases in torque

for control purposes was felt to be inadequate. The DC

torque motor, with the characteristics discussed above,

again best satisfied the design requirements and was

therefore selP_ted as the load brake.

The test apparatus _i11, therefore, use a DC torque

motor for both the drive motor and the load brake. It

might be noted that these Rotors are the only type that

are specifically designed to operate with a relatively

high accuracy at low speed and high torque. Many o£ the

other devices investigated are applicable to heavy duty

equipment (trucks, prime movers, etc.) thRt are more
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concerned with the nominal torque or nominal horsepower

capability.

Several companies make DC torque motors, but few

companies make torque motors with torque ratings of the

magnitude desired in this test stand. The author could

identify only two vendors, Inland Motor and

Sierracin/Magnedyne, that make DC torque motors with

torque ratings up to 2,000 ft-lbf. Both firms quoted DC

torque motors for the drive source and the load brake,

reEpectively. These motors were generally the same size

with similar performance characteristics. The

Sierracin/Magnedyne units had two outstanding

characteristics which differ from the Inland units.

i. The magnets are made of Samarium Cobalt which

has fewer operating and handling restrictions

than the Alnico magnets in the Inland motors.

2. The cost of the drive and load DC torque

motors are considerably les_ than the motors
from Inland Motor.

On this basis, subsequent analybes are going to use the

specifications of the Sierracin/Magnedyne torque motors.

The chosen drive motor has a peak torque rating of 1,000

ft-lbf and a maximum no load speed of 30 rpm, while the

load mob-or will be identical to the drive motor, but

with "pushed" specifications per the vendor to allow

operation at a peak torque of 1,600 ft-lbf. A second
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motor which has a peak torque rating of 2,000 ft-lbf and

a maximum no load speed of 15 rpm could &Iso be used.

Typica]ly, DC torque motors are marketed without a

housing or a shaft (frameless) so that they can be

designed as an integral part of the system hardware.

For the transmission error measurement application the

following modifications are needed:

I. Addition of an end bell equipped with

bearings to support the shaft for each motor.

Electrical connections should be provided on

one of the end bells.

2. A shaft attached to the armature which

extends through both end bell_ (one for the

gear box and one for a tachometer).

3. A support structure to mount the torque

motors on the bedplate. The shafts must be
horizontal and each motor must have the same

shaft height.

Bids to design, machine, and assemble the housings have

been requested from three companies. Of the two

preliminary designs received, one uses a flange mount,

while the other uses a foot mount. Both designs seem

adequate and include the features listed above.
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3.5 Feedback Transducers

Both speed and torque are to be controlled during

the test, with torque being the primary control variable

because transmission error is a function of the relative

angular position of the gears rather than the

instantaneous angular velocity. The modeling process to

be discussed in Chapter 4, however, sho_,s that speed

feedback is needed for each motor in order to increase

the stability of the closed loop response since the DC

torque motor_ and the test gear box have very little

mechanical damping.

Since the test speeds will be in the range of 2-5

rpm, it would be preferred that the speed be meaEured

with an optical encoder rather than a tachometer

generator for the latter have low frequency ripple

voltages that might disturb the transmission error

measurement and they also typically have relatively low

volcage outputs at the low speeds. In order to convert

the pulse train output of the encoder to a voltage

signal required by the DC controller, a frequency-to-

voltage converter will be required.

It will be shown in Chapter 4 that the speed may be

measured anywhere along the shaft with similar results.

Therefore, an accessible and convenient location for the
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speed pickup is on the side of the torque Rotor opposite

to the gear box. In order to accomodate the encoders,

the torque motors will have double-ended shafts so that

the encoders can be attached to the motor housing by a

flange mount and secured to the shaft with a setscrew or

a keyway.

From the analysis of Chapter 4, torque control wa_

equally achieved when the torqu_ was measured on either

the low or high torque shaft. In order to have the

option of measuring the torque on either shaft, the

torquemeter selected has a capacity of 1,670 ft-lbf, but

is overloads protected to up to 2,500 ft-lbf. The slip

ring torque sensor was chosen to have a flange mount,

rather than a shaft drive, because this is the best

means of minimizing shafting length and couplings

between the gear mesh and the torque measurement torque

measured dynamic torque is identical asso that the

possible with

Additionally,

the torque on the test gear pair.

the number of couplings required on thp

load shaft is then reduced from three to two. There is

no support base for the torquemeter, but a restraining

strap is attached to it and the base plate to keep it

from rotating. The torquemeter is externally excited by

a DC strain gage signal conditioner and amplifier.
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3.6 Motor Controller _nd ksplifier

A DC servo amplifier/controller generates an error

signal by summinq the comnd input(s) and the f_odback

input(s) (which should be of opposite polarity), then

amplifies the error to increase or decrease the current

delivered to the motor. One controller is required for

each motor. The controller for the drive motor will

control on drive motor shaft mpeed, while the controller

for the load motor will have a command and feedback

input of load torque plus a second feed/)ack input of

load shaft speed in order to enhance the systez damping.

The same controller, Glentek model GA4580, was

selected for each motor. In addition to the self

protection circuits of the controller, the Glentek

controller has following features:

1. Two command or feedback inputs plus a

tachometer feedback input.

2. Current may be limited for peak value and can

also be tapered as a fuunction of velocity.

3. Current control.

4. CH, CCM, or CW and CCH drive Inhibitors.

To avoid overheating of the aotor armatures a thermostat

attached to the armature which producem and on-off

signal will be input to the controllers' "inhibit both
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directions" input to shut down the motor when in the

'on' state.

Each controller requires three phase power for the

main power to the DC motors and 120V single phase power

to drive the fans, logic circuits, etc. A transformer is

required to drop down the available 208VAC three phase

voltage to a level in the range of the operating

voltage, about 30VAC. Glentek markets • transformer,

model T345, which will accept the primary voltage of

208V and output • secondary woltage of 70V. Although

the secondary voltage level is higher than the operating

voltage, it is acceptable.

120V single phase power. One

both controllers if it is

otherwise one transformer

controller.

The unit will also output

transformer can service

of sufficient capacity,

is required for each

3 7 Couplings and Spacers

Connecting the torque motors to the gear box will

require one full coupling and one spacer for each motor.

The spacer for the load motor, in •daition to matching

the couplings, must also match up with the torquemeter.

In general, the spacers and couplings will be unique to

each gear box and will have to be purchased accordingly.
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The optical encoders will be linked to the gear box

by high precision, flexible couplings. Again, these

couplings will be specific to the gear box and will be

purchased accordingly.

3.8 Base Plate

The base plate provides for a common, level

mounting surface for the test stand equipment. It

measures five feet wide, nine and one half feet long,

six inches high, and weighs approximately 4,600 Ibs.

The transmissibility of vibrations from the test

stand to the ground iB not of major concern since any

vibration frequencies will be very low. However, the

babe plate will rest on rubber pads in order to

partially correct for the unevenness of the floor, and

the asymmetric loading of weight on the base plate. Six

pads are to be used: one for each of the four base plate

support fixturem which measure mix by ten inches, and

two under the five inch wide support plate which spans

the width of the base plate. The anticipated weight of

the test apparatus, including the weight of the base

plate, is 7,500

each pad would be

recommended range

lbs. Therefore, the average wight on

1,250 Ibs. which is within the

of the minimum and maximum load for
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3.9 Installation of Equipment

design consideration

interchangeability of gear

fewest modifications to other

general, each gear

ground-to-shaft height,

different length

center distances.

chapter, most of

system

box will

different

of the system was the

boxes that results in the

components. In

have a different

shaft diameters,

of overhanging sl_afts, and different

As previously noted throughout this

the adjustments will be made by

changing the gear box support fixture, couplingE, and

_pacers for each gear box tested. The changes required

to test a new gear box are as follows:

I. The height, and therefore the support

structures, of both DC torque motors and

encoders will remain fixed by supporting the

9ear box with a fixture to raise it to the
height oi the motor shafts.

2. The different shaft diameters will be

accounted for by changing the flexible

couplings of the encoders an_ changing the
half couplings to the torquemeter and to the
drive shaft.

3. _he various len;ths of the gear box shafts
will be accomodated by using different length

coupling spacers and different flexible

couplings to the encoders.

4. The change in center distance requires the
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most modifications; one IX: torque uotor and
the optical encoder connected to that shaft

aust be moved latera11¥. By outfitting the
foot mounts for the motor and enccxler with

slots, no new boles will need to be drilled

into the base plate for small changes in the
center distance.

The final design layout of the system is shown in

Figure II.
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Chapter 4

D_IC MODELING JkqDRF..SPONSE

4.1 Introduction

In order to isolate the transmission error of the

gear pair, it is desired to maintain the torque and

speed at a steady value throughout a test. Variations

in torque are more harmful than speed variations as they

will cause the gear tooth deflections to fluctuate,

which will result in an error in the transmission error

measurement. Since transmission error is a function of

relative angular displacement, speed changes will only

be a problem if they are too fast for the data sampling

unit to follow.

In addition to the control of torque and speed the

influence of the environment on the measurement of

transmission error should be minimized. In order to

achieve these performance goals the following design

criteria were emphasized.

i. System natural frequencies should be at least

5 times the third harmonic of mesh frequency.

Since the test speed will often be run at
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maximum speed, the third harmonic of mesh

frequency will be about II Hz (70 rad/sec) as

limited by the processing unit. Hence,
system torsional natural frequencies should

be at least 55 Hz (345 radlsec).

2. The damping ratio, _, should be at about 0.6

to 0.7 if possible, to decrease the settling
time of command and transient inputs.

3. The disturbance inputs, such as torque motor
ripple or transmission error, should have a
minimum effect on the torque transmitted by

the gears.

Since few physical parameters can easily be changed once

the torque motors are selected, any system

characteristic requiring modification will need to be

implemented by the control regime which is used. This

chapter discusses the control method that will be used

to achieve the performance requirements stated above.

l_ne nomenclature used in this chapter are listed in

Table i.

I

4.2 Dynamic Model and Equations

Figure 12 shows a model of the system including

only the torsional degrees of freedom. For convenience,

the system was analyzed in three separate free-body

diagra=s.

I. Drive motor shaft and electric circuit.

2. Pinion to gear interaction.
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T4Lblm 12 Nc_menclature

K = DC torque motor torque gain per input voltage
a

Kb = DC torque motor back emf constant

= DC torque motor electrical time constanta

K 1 = drive motor proportional gain of drive motor slDeed

K 2 - drive motor proportional gain of pinion torque

K 3 = load motor proportional gain of pinion torque

_4 = load motor proportional gain of load motor speed

_I = drive motor derivative gain of drive motor speed

_2 = drive motor derivative gain of pinion torque

z3 " load motor derivative gain of pinion torque

_4 = load motor derivative gain of load motor speed

J = mass moment of inertia of the DC torque motor

K = effective shaft stiffness

n = gear ratio

TE = transmission error

T d - desired pinion torque input

T = pinion torque
P

wd = desired drive motor shaft speed

w 1 = drive motor shaft speed

w 2 • load motor shaft speed

Rp = pinion radius

R • gear radius
g

E 1 = input voltage to the drive motor

E 2 - input voltage to the load motor
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3. Load motor shaft and electric circuit.

Disturbance inputs have been included to mee bow the

system would react to any other physical or h]pothetical

disturbance. Three disturbances were selected: drive

motor ripple torque (DI), transmission error (TE), and

load motor ripple torque (D2).

From the model in Figure 12 the dynamic equations

may be w_tten using Kirchoff's voltage loop law and

Newton's second

written below

law of motion.

ansume the two

The equations are

IX: torque motors have

different specifications.

0 = E 3 - ll(S(Ll+Lsl)_Rl+Rsl)-Ebl

JlSWl = Tl+Di-BlWl-Blp(Wl-Wp)-Klp(81-Sp)

J sw : KIp(e1-® )*BIp(Wi-_ )-B w -TP P P P PP P

T = R (sB3*K3)(I_ 6) -R @ +TE)P P PP gg

T = R (sB3+K 3)(R 8 -R (9 +TE)g g PP gg

--_J

s

Jg SWg = Tg-BgWg-Bg 2 (wg-w2)-Kg2(Sg-n82 )

J2si_2 = Kg2(Sg-®2)*Bg2(_g-w2)-B2w2-T2-D2

0 = E2-12(_(L2+Ls2)eR2÷R52)÷Eb2

For a permanent magnet DC torque motor, the

developed is proportional

emf is proportional to the

torque

to the current and the back

angular velocity. This
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proportionality constant can be

identical for both equations, but im

in different, but compatible units.

T 1 = KtlI 1

Ebl = KblW I

T 2 = Kt2I 2

Eb2 = Kb2W 2

To complete the set of equations, a relationship of

the radius at the point of contact is needed. It is

assumed that the point of contact is on the line of

action, hence, the gear ratio is constant.
R
g

n =
R
P

Although the math model includes elements that will

be present in the physical system, reasonably good

assumptions may be used to eliminate some elements which

will reduce the complexity of the model without

sacrificing any loss of model accuracy. The following

elements were judged to have m_nimal influence on the

system.

i. The power source inductances are negligible

relative to the armature inductance of the DC

torque motors.

2. The viscous damping coefficients of the
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motors are less than 1 ft-lbfl(r_dlaec) and
the maximum test speed will be less than 1
rad/sec. Therefore, the damping torque will
be less than I ft-lbf. Since the typical

shaft torque will range from 700 to 1400

ft-lbf, the damping torque rill be

negligible. Damping coefficients of the

shafts, gears, and _ear teeth were estimated
to be less than the torque motor damping,

hence, they were also felt to be negligible.

Therefore, all of the mechanical damping

terms were neglected.

3. The mass moment of Sherries of the pinion and

of the gear :_re calculated to be less than 2

percent of the maEs moment of inertia of the

DC torque motors for the largest gears

expected to be tested. It was assumed that
the energy required to accelerate or

decelerate the gear inertiaa to be small

compared to the energy stored in the shaft of
DC torque _otors. Likewise, typical
torsional natural frequencies of gear-pinion

pairs are in the le0u0 Hz to 4,000 Hz range
which is well beyond the frequencies of

concern in this analysis.

It should not be surprising that the mechanical

damping terms were small since the gears are lightly

damped and the function of the torque motor is to

provide torque rather than to dissipate it through heat.

Eliminating these elements, combined with the fact that

both motors have identical parameters, considerably

reduced the complex ty of the system as shown in Figure

13. The simplified block diagram of the system is shown

in Figure 14.

All of the following analyses will use the

specifications of the gear palr previously _tated in
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TLble 2: Sample Gear Specifications

7.5 inch Center Distance

5.0 inch Pinion Diameter

I0.0 inch Gear Diameter

2.5 inch Face Nidth

2:1 Gear Ratio

12 Diametral Pitch

60 Pinion Teeth

120 Gear Teeth

l
t

Chapter i. The specifications are restated in Table 2.

4.3 Open Loop _esponle

Since the system is fifth order, a closed-loop

solution of the transfer functions in factored form is

not possible. Therefore, other numerical methods were

used. One such method, through the use of a digital

simulation program (ACSL, Advanced Continuous Simulation

Language) uses a numerical integration technique

(Runge-Kutta) to solve differential equations digitally.

By calculating the response of the system numerically,

numerous non-linearaties can be intrJduced into the

system. One such non-linearity is the saturation limit
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of the DC torque motor _nd the DC servo controller. The

saturation limit of voltage and current were implemented

with IF statements {IF {I .GT. 100)I = 100) and limited

to 100 volts and i00 amps, respectively. The program

was used to observe the time response of the shaft

torque and motor speeds to a step voltage input applied

_V either or both motor(s). The time trace quickly and

easily shows the speed of response and allows the

approximation of the damping ratios.

A step voltage input was applied to one motor (the

responses were nearly the same when applied to either

motor) and the plot of torque and drive motor speed were

plotted versus time as shown in Figure 15. By measuring

the period of the oscillations, the dominant natural

frequency was approximated to be about 18 Hz (I13

rad/sec). Clearly, the system is underdamped, but the

damping ratio can only be estimated from the plot.

In order to numerically obtain the damping ratios

and corresponding natural frequencies, the transfer

functions were solved in letter form from a five by five

matrix of the system equations. Calculation was greatly

simplified by first reducing the rank of the matrix to

two. Both motor currents and the load motor speed terms

were eliminated since the pinion torque and drive motor
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speed were of primary interest. In reducing the matrix

the variables could have been eliminated (one by one) by

substitution, but rederiving the equations from the

i

block diagram of Figure 14 was found to be a simpler

method. The numerator was second or third order and was

easily factored. The denominator which is the

characteristic equation was fifth order which required a

root-finding program in order to determine the factored

form.

The transfer functions obtained are displayed in a

conventional dual input/dual output (drive motor and

load motor supply voltage / pinion torque and drive

motor shaft speed) shown in Figure 16. In addition to

the natural frequency of 17.3 Hz (109 rad/sec) seen in

the time domain (with a damping ratio of .09), a second

pair of complex roots and a real pole are shc_.

A Bode plot of the transfer function of pinion

torque output for a sinusoidal voltage input was graphed

with a matrix frequency response computer program and is

shown in Figure 17. The frequency response plot

correlates with the other two analyses in that they have

similar

ratios.

(from

natural frequencies and about the same damping

0nly two decades of frequencies are plotted

Hz to I00 Hz) since the plots approach
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Figure 16: O,.er, L¢,o F Transfer Functions for the

Dual InFut/Dual Output Block Diagram
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asymptotes for frequencies less than I Hz and above 100

Hz, respectively.

The transfer functions of pinion torque output for

each disturbance input were plotted in Fiqures IB and

19. Indicated on the respective plots are the motor

ripple torques and a transmission error component at

mesh frequency. Ideally, the output pinion torque for a

disturbance torque input would be zer. but both torque

disturbances are seen to modulate the output torque by

.4 ft-lbf per I. ft-lbf of disturbance torque input for

frequencies less than 40 Hz.

The transmission error input was originally in the

units of feet. Since a foot of transmission error is

very unreasonable, the units were converted to an input

of .001 inch. The maximum amplitude

resonance and was .05 ft-lbf per

Slightly away from the resonance

occurred at the

.001 inch input.

frequency, the

amplitude ratio decreased considerably to less than .001

ft-lbf. Hence, unless the transmission error contained

content at the natural frequency, its effect on the

transmitted torque would be negligible.

From the lilt of design criteria, the open loop

system was deficient in all of the categories in that

both natural frequencies were well below 55 Hz (345

i

L'

.j

d
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rad/sec), one damping ratio was very low (.09), and the

system offered only a 40t reduction of dilturbance

torques. Therefore, the open loop system is

unacceptable and i feedback control system is needed.

Before proceeding with the feedback control

analysis, the system was inspected for further possible

simplifications. The electrical inductances could not

be neglected as the resulting characteristic equation

did not have the low damped second order root. The gear

shaft was assumed to be of infinite stiffness, but the

system was overly uimplified with no second order terms

(no complex roots). Additionally, differert gear ratios

were tested, but the characteristic equation was found

to be independent on the gear ratio since only the gain

of the input voltage was affected.

4.4 Proportional Control

Two command inputs, pinion torque and pinion speed,

and three feedback signals, pinion torque, drive motor

shaft speed, and load motor shaft speed, were

implemented. For generality, both comaaand inputs were

input to earn motor. In practice, there will only be

pinion torque uomma;.d inF "_. to one motor al,d pinion

speed command to the othe. ° h Jtor. The commamd signals
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will not alter the system characteristic equation, but

will affect the steady state values of torque and speed.

Since it was assumed that the torque ratio is

constant, the torquemeter {for analysis purposes) may be

placed on either shaft of the gearbox and its feedback

signal may be input to either the drive motor or the

load motor. Intuitively, the speed signal should be

measured on the sh_ft for which it will be used as a

feedback signal and hence, it will be simulated to be

measured on the shaft of the drive motor or load motor

inertia as requlred.

The block diagram of Figure 14 was then iodified to

include the command inputs and feedback signals stated

above using proportional control as shown in Figure 20.

The controller gain= are stated below:

K. = drive motor speed proportional gain

K 2 = drive motor torque proportional gain

K 3 = load motor speed proportional gain

K 4 = load motor torque proportional gain

Initially each gain was varied while the other

three gains w_re set to zero in order to observe single

loop control. For nearly all values of drive motor

torque gain, K 2, the system was found to be unstable.

Similarly, with KI, K2, and K 4 smt to zero, the system
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was found to be unstable for nearly all values of load

motor torque gain, K 3.

By contrast, for all values of drive motor speed

feedback gain, K l, with K2, K3, and K 4 set to zero, or

for all values of load motor speed gait, K 4, with K l,

K2, and K 3 set to zero, the system was stable. The

coupling between the drive motor spee_ and the load

motor speed was relatively small as the controlled speed

had good response time with little damping, while the

torque response and the speed response of the

uncontrolled motor had

slightly oscillatory as

responses were similar

applied to either motor.

Several combinations of torque

more damping, but were still

shown in Figure 21. The

when the feedback signal was

and speed control

were simulated. The use of torque control provided

stability only when accompanied by speed feedback of the

torque controlled motor. Therefore, drive motor speed

gain, K I, was needed when drive motor torque control,

K2, was used and load motor speed gain, K4, was needed

when load motor torque control, K 3, was used. At larger

torque gains, the response time for torque was improved,

but the lack of damping led to near marginal Ltability

as sho%an in Figure 22. The response was similar for
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either motor.

As a case of interest, both speeds were fed back

without any torque feedback. Hithout a _orque error

signal the torque transmitted was nil as both motors

were content only to rotate themselves, but the end

J

effect of the combined speed feedbacks was approximately

the combined effect of their individual use. Both shaft

speeds were underdamped with higher natural

which were identical for a gear ratio of one.

frequencies

Combining

the shaft

marginally

Figure 23.

torque control, K 2 or K3,

speed control loops, K 1 and

improved the torque response

with both of

K 4 , only

as shown in

A similar response was obtained when the

torque feedback was applied to either motor, except the

gain of each motor needed to be scaled differently for

each gear ratio in order to obtain a similar response.

(The torque gain of the drive motor, K 2, was set equal

to the gain of the load motor, K], multiplied by the

gear ratio). Nhen torque feedback was applied to both

motors, K 2 and K 3 with K l and K4, the torque response

was nearly the same as with a single feedback input,

except that the torque oscillLtions were slightly

larger. For a gear ratio of unity, the motor speed

responses were identical for the same speed and torque
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feedback gains to each motor.

Proportional speed control may therefore be used to

increase the torsional natural frequencies of the system

above 55 Hz (345 rad/sec) by increasing the gain of the

shaft speed control loops. For natural frequencies of

about 55 Hz (345 rad/sec), the speed control loop gains,

K 1 and K 4, were Lbout 700 Vl(radlsec). Torque response

time was improved by increasing the torque feedback to

either or both motors. In general, the optimum response

was achieved when the gains of each of the respective

motor speed feedback terms were of similar magnitudes

and the torque gain was set at .0025 of the speed gain.

For the speed gains listed above, the torque gain, K 2 or

K3, should be about 2.0 V/(ft-lbf). The gains for

proportional control are summarized below.

K 1 = 700 V/(rad/sec)

K 2 = 0

K 3 = 2.0 V/(ft-lbf)

K4 = 700 V/(rad/sec)

The torque control gains amy be reversed, X 2 equal to

2.0 V/(ft-lbf) and K 3 set to zero, for similar response.

The dual input/dual output transfer functions for

the proportional gains listed above were computed and

are shown in Figure 24. Although, the natural

4
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frequencies are Lbout 55 Hz (345 rad/mec), the damping

ratios are observed to be too low, about O.1 and 0.02.

4.5 Derivative Control

The block diagram of Figure 20 was modified to

include derivative control as shown in Figure 25.

Proportional plus derivative (P-D) drive motor

torque control, K 2 and _2" was input to the drive motor.

Since it was shown in the previous section that shaft

speed feedback was required for stability wh_ torque

feedback was input to either motor, proportional drive

motor speed control, K l, was added. In general, the

addition of derivative torque control did not improve

the response of the shaft torque, as the motor shaft

speed oscillations constrained the control of the

torque. Similar results were obtained with P-D load

motor torque control, K 3 and _3' while K 2 and _2 were

set to zero.

P-D speed control was applied to the drive motor,

K 1 and _i' while all other gains K2, T2" K3' T3' K4' and

_4 were set to zero. The derivative gain, TI, enabled

the manipulation of the system damping ratio cf the

response of the drive motor speed so that values between

0_6 and to 1.0 could be achieved. As with proportional
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control, the responses of the drive motor speed was

relatively uncoupled from the torque dynamics and the

dynamics of the load motor shaft as shown in Figure 26.

Again, similar results were obtained with P-D control of

the load motor speed. Approximate values fo: a damping

ratio of about 0.5 to 0.7 are achieved using a

derivative gain of 0.0030 of the proportional gain.

Combining the P-D speed control for each motor loop

i

provided manipulation of

speed.

the response of each motor

Since the response of the pinion torque was

sluggish with only P-D motor speed control, proportional

drive motor torque control was added. The gain on the

torque control loop, K 2, was also somewhat uncoupled as

it improved the response of the shaft torque, while the

response of each motor speed remained essentially

unchanged as shown in Figure 27. Similar results were

obtained with proportional load motor torque control,

K3, with either the drive motor torque gain, K 2, set to

zero or with proportional torque control from both

motors, K 2 and K 3.

Therefore, complete control of the system

performance can be achieved by using p-d control of each

motor speed and proportional control in the torque loop.
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Torque gain T,,_m approximately 0.0060 of the proportional

s_ed gain to each Rotor. The derivative control did

not dominate, but did reduce the natural frequencies of

the system. Hence, the proportional speed control loop

gains rose to about 1,200 V/(radlsec_ for natural

frequencies of about 55 Hz (345 radlsec). The

derivative speed control gains were then 3.6

V-secl(rad/sec), while

gain was about 7.5 Vl(ft-lbf). The

derivatxve gains are summarized below.

K 1 = 1,200 V/(rad/sec)

_i = 3.6 V-secl(radlsec)

K 2 = 0

_2 = 0

K 3 = 7.5 Vl(ft-lbf)

_3 = 0

K 4 = 1,200 Vl(rad/sec)

_4 = 3.6 V-secl(rad/sec)

_.e torque control gains may be reversed, K

the proportional torque control

proportional and

2 equal to

7.5 Vl(ft-lbf) and K 3 set to zero, for similar response.

After attaining these values, the dual input�dual

output transfer functions were calculated and are shown

in Figure 28. These functions were plotted from the

matrix frequenc] program as were the disturbance input

81
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V

f_equency response plots as shown in Figures 29, 30, and

31. The op__n loop system is shown in dashed lines for

comparison purposes. Clearly, there is a major reduction

in each disturbance transfer function when using the

proportional and derivative control algorithm.

4.6 Integral Control

was

responses of either motor speed of the

Integral control may likely reduce

errors, but this is of minor importance

concern is maintaining a steady value.

Integral control was implemented in all modes, but

found to have a negligible effect on the step

pinion torque.

the steady state

for the prime

4.7 Closed Loop Response

The following comments were arrived at from viewing

the time domain plots and the roots of the

characteristic equation:

:I

#

1. The drive motor speed, the load motor speed,

and the shaft torque control loops were
generally uncoupled.

2. The system natural frequencies were increased

by increasing the proportional gain on each

proportional speed feedback signal. Each

feedback signal determined one natural

frequency. As the proportional gains

increased, the damping ratios decreased.
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3. Derivative speed control had a minor effect

on the natural frequencies of the system, but

increased the _amping ratios and moved the

one real pole closer to the imaginary axis.

4. Proportional torque control yielded an
unstable system unless accompanied by speed

feedback. The proportional torque gain had a

small effect on the natural frequencies, but
movud the real pole farther away from the

imaginary axis which improved the shaft

response.

5. Torque feedback of the drive motor loop was
as effective as it was in the load motor

loop. The gains were a function of gear

ratio, i.e. for a gear ratio of two, the

drive motor would require a gain which is

twice the value of the load motor gain in

order to produce similar results.

6. Derivative control in the torque loop was not

helpful.

7. Integral control in the torque or speed

feedback loops was not helpful in improving

step response.

8. With speed and torque feedback in one of the

motor loops (either one) the proportional

gain of each loop affected the steady state

value of pinion torque and shaft speed.

9. The steady state error of each motor speed

and the pinion torque was reduced by

increasing the proportional gain of each

respective controller.

In order to achieve the design requirements stated

in Section 4.1, the control regime will include

proportional torque control and proportional plus

derivative drive motor and load speed control. The

values of gains corresponding to Figure 25 are those of
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Section 4.5 and are restated below.

K I = 1,200 Vl(rad/sec)

_1 = 3.6 V-mec/(rad/sec)

K 2 = 0

z2 = 0

K 3 = 7.5 Vl(ft-lbf)

_3 = 0

K 4 = 1,200 Vl(radlsec)

_4 = 3.6 V-secl(rad/sec)

4.8 Alternate Control Method

While implementing proportional sp_,ed control of

each motor shaft speed increased the natural frequencies

and essentially stiffened the system, it may be of

interest to lower the torsional natural frequencies

below the mesh frequency of the gear pair to make the

system more compliant. Such a system would have very

flexible shafts permitting the gear pair to move freely

without modulating the transmitted torque.

In crder to reduce the natural

negative gains would need to be

Preliminary ACSL simulations indicate that

natural frequencies

motor mpeed feedback,

frequencies,

implemented.

the system

can be decreased with proportional

but the reduction is limited.
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Increasing

system unstable. Neither derivative speed control

proportional torque control have been simulated.

torque gain will likely need to be relatively small

avoid instability and might very well yield a small gain

margin.

the proportional gain too auch will make the

nor
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O_npter 5

_.T_Ui_ TEST GEJ_ TYPES

5.1 Introduction

Although a major portion of the gears used in

industry are e_ther spur gears or helical gears, other

gear forms exist which have important and common

applications. Two such types of gears are bevel gears

and worm gears. Hith some minor modifications this test

stand has the capability to test these gears.

5.2 Bevel Gears

_o

s

oe

The testing of a gear box with perpendicular

shafts, i.e. bevel gears, would be possible with the

addition of a thru-shaft optical encoder. Typically,

the mounting fixtures of a thru-shaft encoder will be

similar to a DC torque motor. 5_he encoder will have two

concentric sets of tapped holes, one for attachment to a

fixed member, either the gear _ox, baseplate, or drive

motor, and one for attacl_lent to the shaft. Because the

loading on the encoder is small and because space might

gl



be limited, the

coupling bolts.

32.

encoder could be attached to the

A probable layout is shown in Figure

The Gleason/Goulder signal processing unit assumes

that the disc density of the optical encoders are equal.

In general, the output of the thru-shaft encoder will

not match the 2i,600 pulses per revolution of the

Glealonlgoulder encoders. A simple solution would be to

correct for this in the number of gear teeth (of the

driving gear and driven gear) inputs on the processing

unit. Specifically,

Where :

Z 1 Z1 21,600

=o ....

Z2 Z 2 Ddm a

m = denotes modified gear ratio

a = de_otes actual gear ratio

Dd = disc density

The conversion factor must be exact. Therefore, the

thru-shaft encoder chosen should _ave a disc density

that when divided into 21,600 is a common fraction (3/4,

4/5, 6/5, etc.).

L
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.,.t 3 Norm Gears

Kbrm gears may also be tested, but either the drive

motor or load motor must be raised to accomodate the

non-intersecting shaft axes. For double ended shafts on

the gear box, both of the Gleason/Goulder optical

encoders may be used. Otherwise, a thru-shaft enco_er

would •gain be needed for each single ended shaft.

Mounting and processing unit modifications will be

similar to those needed for the bevel gears. Because

most worm gears have a gear ratio greater than two, the

drive motor torque will be limited by th_ aaximum load

motor torque.

5.4 Alternative Transmission Error Meaaurement Technique

Due to the stringent speed control of the drive

motor (as discussed in Chapter 4) the thru-shaft encoder

needed to test a bevel gear pair or a worm gear pair

might be able to be omitted. The input speed to the

pinion gear would be assumed to be of constant angular

velocity as Krenzer [12] did with the rear axle tester.

If thi_ can be achieved only • single encoder or

torsional accelerometer would be required for

transmission error measurement and the need for
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thru-shaft encoders would be eliminated.
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_pter 6

Conclusions a_lRec_endations

i

6.1 Conclusions

In co_clusion, the loaded transmission error test

stand designed will have the capLbility to test a gear

palr for torques up to 1400 ft*Ibf continuously ( on the

_iqh torque side ) at shaft mpeeds from 2-5 rpm.

Measurement of the transmission error will be

accomplished with high resolution optical encoders and

the accompanying signal processing unit from the

Gleason/Goulder Single Flank Tester. Input power to the

gear box to be tested will be supplied by a DC torque

motor. Similarly, the gear box will be loaded by a DC

torque motor. Electrical power to each DC torque motor

will be regulated by a DC servo amplifier/controller.

Proportional plus derivative speed control should be

implemented for each motor, _ile proportional torque

control can :_ ,.sed as a feedback loop to either the

drive or load motor in order to provide for a constant

torque on the gem[ pair.
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5.2 Recommer_:_t ions

i. Test Stand Operation

Although the system re6pon6e was optimum with

proport_.onal pluB derivative control of both Rotor

speeds and proportional torque control to either motor,

the test stand might first be run without the derivative

mpeed ( acceleration ) control to either motor. The

system performance may not be degraded tremendously

since the command inputs of pinion torque and pinion

speed are static rather than dynamic. _y oscillatory

reactions would be due to _rift in e_ther command

mignal, ripple torque from either DC torque Rotor, dry

friction in the bearings or gears, or transmission

error The drift of the command signal and dry friction

shoul_ be minimal, while the ripple tcrque frequency

should be sufficiently high so that its effect is minor.

The transmission error was shown in Chapter 4 to have a

negligible influence on the torque transmitted ( by

plottir,% the transfer function of pinion torque output

for a _sturbance input }, but the

constar, t mesh stiffness. Mhile

asmtuapt_n for helical gears, it

analys_m assumed a

this muay be a good

is a rather poor

ssmumpti_ for spur gearm. The rapid c))ange )n

mtiffnem_ of the spur gear teeth may give _ise to near
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step changes in torque and speed. Hence, it is

advisable to use a helical gear pair for the test gears

vhen making the system operational.

2. Base Plate Deflections

It has been suggested that baseplate and gearbox

housing deflections for loaded conditions hage affected

the measurement of the transmission error. Measurement

of these deflections and correlation to the transmission

error might be beneficial. 0uantitative results may be

difficult, yet qualitative results might help reduce

their effect on the transmission error measurement. Not

much can probably be done Lbout the rigidity of the

gearbox once it has been selected, but the support of

the optical encoders can be modified. Since the ground

is essentially fixed the encoders could _e mounted on a

support that straddles the baseplate. This may very

well be an awkl_ard mounting structure, but should

elieJnate the movement of the encoders due to base plate

deflections. The influence of the gear box deflections

will still be present.

3. Optical Encoder Deflections

Gleason Horks has also remarked that the deflection

of the optical encoder grating due to mowents from the

torque loading affected the transmission error
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neasurement. Attaching the optical encoder after

reaching operating torque offered little improvement in

the test data. Ideally the flexible coupling should

considerably reduce the loading effect on the encoder,

but apparently significant forces are being transmitted.

Since the loading may not be purely torsional, highly

accurate alignJent of the encoder and the gear box may

not sufficiently reduce the loading effect on the

transmission error measurement. Use of a more compliant

coupling will suppress the loading effects, but may also

suppress the true transmission error measurement.
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Append$._ A.

A.1 Introduction

Since all motors

definition of a torque.

stated. However,

produce torque, an unambiguous

motor has never been clearly

Sierracin/Magnedyne [17], a

manufacturer of DC torque motors, states that in common

usage a torque motor is a motor where the empl_,sis in

design is placed on output torque per input watt rather

that output power per input watt. A consequence of this

design emphasis is that most torque motors have a small

length to diameter ratio, typically 1/3 to 1/10. In

this configuration, _hich is sometimes referred to as a

'pancake,', the generated electromagnetic force acts it a

larger radius resulting in increased torques, but due to

this geometry the mass moment of inertia of the motor

also increases which, in turn, deteriorates the response

times. In contrast, motors with aspect ratios above 3

_ve lesm torque capability, but have desirable response

times due to their lower Inertance and are useful in
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servo control applications. Hence, these motors are

sometimes referred to as servomotors.

_Tpically IX: torque motors are marketed with a

large inside diameter and vithout a frame which permits

the motor to be integrated into the system design. Since

DC torque motors are capable of delivering peak torque

at stall (zero rpm) the motor can be directly coupled tc

the system vithout the use of an intermediate gear

train. Backlash is therefore eliminated, making DC

torque motors s favorable choice for positioning of slow

speed-control systems. Typical applications of the

large capacity torque motors include drivers for radar

antennas, cat-scan machines, teleucopes, and gun

turrets.

A IX: torque motor consists of three basic

components (Figure 33): a permanent magnet (stator), an

armature (rotor), and a brush assembly for commutation.

The perma:_ent magnet is usually made of one of two types

of materials: Alnico and SamariuR Cobalt, which

generally have similar performance, but have significant

differences in ease of handling. The pertinent

variations cf the two mag_ets are as follows:

i. Demagnetization of the Alnlco permanent

magnet will occur if the peak current applied
to the motor is exceeded. The amount of
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COBALT GRAPHITE
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Ftqure 33 = Basic Components of • DC Torque Motor;
after El03
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demAgnetizatian is proportional to the amount
of excess current applied. SmmartuR Cobalt
motors can l_andZe currents above the peek
current for a 'abort duration' without loam
to the mag_tet _erfonmnca.

2. Samarium Cobalt motors i_ be designed with •
thinner st•tar amseLbly resulting in lems
motor _might per output torque than the
Alnico ma_rnet Rotor.

3. Significant d_;radation of performance of an
Alnico magnet will remult if the armature is

removed from the wmgnet because • continuous
flux path nest be held. BmrtuR Cobalt
magnets can withstand an opsn magnetic

circuit and my be $eparated wlthout penalty,

• feature which is quite helpful when houmlng
the motor,

4. Alnico motors ut be mounted with houmingm

made of non-magnetic materialm me that an
alternate flux path from the magnet to the
armture through the housinv is not provided.
Sam•firm Cobalt motors may be mounted in
maqrnetic or non-magnetlc materials.

5. Smriun Cobalt _agnetm are more brittle than
Alnico maimers and are more likely to chip or
crack_ so _reater care in lust be taken when
inserting them into the hou|ing.

Gentrally, the advantages of the _mmariua Cobalt magnet

over the Alnico magnet oversbadow It's disadvanta_sm and
4

is the preferred type of magnet for east applications.
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Ao2 Performance C'barmcte_imttca

The electrical and mechanical elements of a DC

torque motor amy be modeled as sbotm in Figure 34. In

most applications, the motor mechanical damping, B, is

negl_gible, but electronic damping from speed feedback

can improve the system stablity. Kirchoff'a voltage

loop law may be applied to the electrical circuit to

give the followinq:

_ _ V b0 = V a I (m L + R) (A.I)

The back emf and the torque developed in a DC permanent

magnet motor are related by the followlng equations:

T=Kt I

Vb = Kb w

Kb = i. 356 Kt

(A.2)

(A.3)

It can b_ shown that the two motor constants, Kt

and Kb, are one and the same [4], but both exi&t because

they are represented in different units (but the units

are compatible). In the English system, typical units

of Kb are volts/(radlsec), while Kt's units are

ft-lbf/mmp. The conversion factor Is ahown in equation

(a.3).

The voltaqe/current requirements for the motor may

J
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be lncreased/decreaaml (or decreased/increased) to latch

the caF_bilities of the servo amplifier by changing the

diameter of the amture _rindinvs. Nithin physical

limitations (the trlndln9 cannot be too small or too

thick) the performance of the motor is not affected _y

the choice of the windin_ designation.

The theoretical steady-state torque-speed curve of

the torque motor is shown in Figure 35 for lines of

constant source voltage. In actuality there is static

fricticn present and there is a torque rlpple due to the

finite number of conButator slots on the motor. The

ripple ts usually less tlu_n 4, of the average torque.

A,] 01Per_tir_; Limits

There are three limitations of the DC torque motor:

current, voltage, and amture (or winding) temperature.

Demagnetization of tke pernanent smgnet trill result If

the applied current exceeds the pamk current. As not_

previously, this llmit is more al_pllcable to Alnico

motors than SamariuR C_lt motors dim to the nature of

the matsria&.

&t Increased

comsutators and the

pLrameter that indicates the amount

voltages, arcinq between the

brush assembly may occur.

of arcing is the

10_
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Torque

V

Speed

Figure 35 : Theoretical Torque-Speed Curve
of a DC Torque Motor

Torque

_, Unsafe
///////_///'//

/

Safe /

Speed

Figure 36: Torque-Speed Limitations
of a DC Torque Motor
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volts per bar induced, and d_pending on the mLnut'xcturer

will generllly will be around 10 - 15 volts / bar. A

bar is the number of commutator slots per pole. The

volts per bar is calculated in the equation below.
VP

C (A.4)

14he r e :

Z = the volts per bar induced

V = applied voltage to the motor, DC volts

P = the number of poles of the magnet

C = the number of commutator slots of the

aruature

The maximum voltage, V that can be applied to the

motor can be calculated by solving equation (A.4) for

the supply voltage, and setting Z equal _o the maximum

allowable volts per bar (equation (A.4)). This value

will aid in the selection of a IX: controller.
Z C

m

Using equations (A.I) and (A.2),

P

and substituting the

m&xi•um applied vc]tage, the torque-speed capabilities

of the motor may be defined as below.

K t

T=

R

Co_ining the •axi•_ current

.... (V• - Kb w)

and voltage constraints

produce the torque-speed curve (Figure 36) of safewill
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and unsafe regions. Two speeds of interest, the _xim, m

speed at no load and the maximum speed at peak torque,

are calculated below:
U - I R

P P

W 1 =

vm

w 2 =

Kb
_ere:

_1 " maximum speed at peak torque

w 2 - maximum speed at no load

The third limitation of the motor is the maximum

winding tetperature w_ich is typically 260 - 310 deg. F

(130 - 155 deg. C). The t_mperature rise of the

windings is due to the power dissipated in the winding

resistance, I2R. The thermal system can be modeled as a

first order system and the winding temperature,

_ncludlng resistance rise due to increased winding

temperature, can be calculated as follows:

T w " Ta+TPR(I'Ro(I+_ITw-Ta))ll-eKpI-t/_)))

Nhere= (A.5)

T - winding temperature
w

T a = aLbi_nt temperature

TPR = winding temperature rise per watt

R • armature resistance at 77 deg. F
O

(20 deg. C)

l
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= percent resimtance rise per degree
of temperature increase

t = time

= thermal time constant of the motor

In feneral, the temperature rise per _tt, ."_PI_,and

the thermal time constant, Tau, are conservatively rated

and are about 0.05 deg. F per watt (0.I0 deg. C per

watt) and 90 minutes, respectfully. In the event of

prolonged heating, damage to the motors can be avoided

by attaching a thermostat to the armature and f -.ding an

on/off signal to an inhibit input on the servo

ampl if ier/control let.

Equation (a.5) is more useful if the following

changes are made:

i. I, the current, is eliminated in favor of T,

the torque.

2. The _rinding temperature is set to the maxim,,=
value.

3. me equation is solved for t, time, rather
than temperature.

The resulting equation, shorn below, will give

maximum test time allc, mLble for • given torque level.

By

rearranging, the maximum continuous torque that

the

(Xt/T2
t = -_ :n ( 1 .... (Tw:T,,,+-++-) (A.6)

setting time equal to infinity in equation (&.6) and

can be
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T - contin_oux torque
C

Tm - maxiuwindinq temperature

Typically, the aaxilum continuous torque will be about

one-half to three-fourths of the peak torque.
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Appel_iz B.

'I"P.ANSNISSIOII ]_ROR J4_4,_R]_IT

B. 1 Introduction

Follo_ing a description of the aecbanics of a

typical optical encoder, the uasurement of transmission

error using optical encoderm is presented. The

p_ocessing method discussed is that of the

Gleason/Goulder Single Flank Tester, Dodel CSF/2.

B.2 Optical l_ncoderm

TraJ_suission error may be

resolutions of lesm than one arc

precision, rotary optical encoders.

encoder is shown in Figure 37.

Mounted _o the shaft is a

accurately e_easured to

second uning high

A basic optical

disc with N radial,

evenly mpaced lines. A light mource is on one side of

the disc, vhile a gratlnq, with the same line denmity aw

the dimc, and a photomenmor are fixed on the other uide

of the disc. The light mource im umually an _ (light

elttting diode ), while the Fhotomenmor im often a
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phototransistor or a solar cell [53. As the disc

rotates, light is alternately transmitted or blocked by

the disc/grating combination. The resulting output

waveform of the photosensor is a qp_asi sine wave, which

is usually amplified and squared to produce a

rectangular pulse train. The frequency of this

waveform, f is directly proportional to disc density
O'

and shaft speed, f
S

Application

f = N f
O S

advantages of optical encoders are

their high resolution, operation down to zero speed,

excellent immunity to shock and vibration, low moment of

inertia, high reliability, and capabil_ty to operate

over a wide range of temperatures [II]. A major

disadvantage is their relatively hlgh cost.

There are two basic types of optical encoders:

absolute and incremental. They differ in that the

output of the absolute encoder always represents actual

shaft position, even if the power is turned off and on.

The incremental encoders are significantly less

expensive than the absolute encoders because there are

not as many wiring components. Both types are availmble

in solid shaft or thru shaft models. Solid shaft

encoders frequently have a smaller outside diameter than
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thru hole encoders and are again lifnificantly less

expensive for a given resolution.

Three ccI_on error sources in optical encoders are

line spacing variations, disc concentricity, and _isc

flatness, klthot_h the average freqtaency for each

coiplete revolution has no error, unevenly distributed

lineI would qinerati a higher friquency in the denser

regionI of the disc and a lower frequency in the iparme

regions of the disc. If the center of the disc line

pattern iI no_ IOunted concentrically with the axii of

rotation, once per rlvolution frequency Iodulation of

the output occurs, k _rp_d disc will cause amFlitude

modulation of the output because the illumination of the

sensor dependa not only on disc rotation, but disc

position. The wobble IKxlulates the blockage of the

light to the sensor (Figure 3B) producing a once per

revolution coIix_nent. All of these errori i;y be

substantially reduced by eIploying Iore photoIensorI

equally spaced on thi diic. Very high reIolution iodeli

u_e aI many ai 8 to 12 readinq itations.

P f
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Figure 3B: E£fectm of Disc liobble on an

Optical Encc_or Slnslng Unit
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B. 3 BignaZ Processtr_ of _ansatssion _rror

The encoder pulse train signal processing of

Gleason/Goulder CSF/2 was originally designed for

encoder heads made by Zeiss which bad a disc density of

21,600 lines

Since then,

manufactured

per revolution (one line per arc minute).

Gleason/5oulder _s used encoder heads

by Heider_atn which have a disc density of

18,000 lines per revolution. Instead of modifying the

existing signal processing, Gleason/Goulder multiplied

the pulse train electronically inside the encoder head

by 1.2 to achieve 21,600 pulses per revolution. The

multiplication is accomplished by first obtaining a

pulse train of 6 times the encoder output and then by

using a frequency divider to divide by 5. The output

waveform from each encoder is a rectangular pulse train.

To deteruine the transmission error from the two

encoder output pulses, one signal must be frequency

multiplied by the gear ratio and then the number of

pulses from one waveform must be subtracted from the

other as shown in Fifure 39. Below is a step by step

analysis of the signal processing of the Gleason/Goulder

CSF/2 (Fiqure 40) starting with the output from the

encoder heads, Figure 41a.

Following the output of the encodsr heads, the
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Zl = Driving Gear
Z 2 = Driven Gear

I

__.._ _L_ical Gratings

__ Reading

pulses/sec T

Multiplier

"1

f2 pulses/sec

Z1

Diwder Phase comparator

Z2

Zl fl (= f2) pulses/sec

Z2

Figure 39: Calculation of Transmission Error
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Flora 41: Freq[u_ncy Multipllcation of Encoder
Pulse Trains
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ra_e of transmission error is selected. The stau_dard

range of 40 arc minutes may be increased to SO arc

minutes by frequency dividing each signal by 2.

Fre_luency dividing i_ easily achieved by outputting 1

pulse for every 2 input pulses. Now each pulse

represents an angls of 2 arc minutes, rather than of 1

arc minute.

The rectangular pulses are then passed thru a

monostable which modifies the pulse to a width of 1

micro second (Figure 41b). A monostable circuit is a

device that can be triggered from its normal or RESET

state into a temporary SE_ state, from which it will

trigger itself back to the RESET state aft Jr a preset

time delay.

The pulse train from the driving head, fl, needs to

be frequency multiplied by the gear ratio, Z1 / Z2. l_e

signal is first frequency multiplied by the nu_er of

teeth of the driving gear, ZI, and then frequency

divided By the number of teeth of the driven gear, Z2.

The multiplication i5 accomplished by using a frequency

feedback loop, which comprises a comparator, a

voltage-to-freque, cy converter, and a freqtlency divider.

The comparator outputs a vol_,_e propcrtional to the

difference of the input frequency and the feedback
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frequency. The voltage-to-frequency converter is

basically an up-amp connected as an integrator which

charges at a rate proportional to the output voltage of

the comparator. Integrator output is compared with a

fixed threzhold; whenever this threshold is crossed, the

integrator value is zeroed and a pulse of accurately

known area is produced. The resulting pulse train of

the driven head is now of the same nominal frequency as

pulse train of the driving head as s_own in Figurethe

41c.

f2 = fl

The final processing of

taking the difference of two pulse

Z 1

Z 2

the transmission error,

trains, is now

performed. Although the driving train was frequency

modified and 'traveled' thru some electronic devices, it

will arrive slightly later than the signal from the

driven h_ad, but because the electronic devices operate

in the nanosecond region and the pulses are at a maximum

frequency of abo_t lO KHz, the time delay is negligible.

The two pulse trains then operate an up-down

counter, which has a range of 40 discrete steps. The

driving head pulses count up, while the driven head

pulses count down. If a pulse from each head arrives at

J
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the same timer the coincidence will giw_ rise to faulty

operation of the up-down counter. Therefore, an

anti-coincidence circuit is included to recognize this

and to inhibit boih pulses whenever an unacceptable

condition arises.

Since both pulses are arriving at the same nominal

rate, no overall accumulation of count can occur. It is

only the transient differences in repetition rate

arising from the gear tooth forms which give a temporary

increase or decrease in the count, If the signal were

to be plotted with a digital interface, a typical

waveform might look like _he one shown in Figure 42.

Each count or step is either 1 arc minute or 2 arc

minutes depending

is selected.

To obtain an

on which range of transmission error

analog signal of the transmission

error, the discrete value is inputted into a zero order

hold digital-to-analog converter. The signal may now be

plotted, but since it is of 'staircase' form (with a

resolution of one arc minute) it needs to be modified by

low pass filtering it. The bandwidth of interest is from

zero to about i0 Hz ( the limit of the optical

encoders); but, since the incoming pulse rate from the

optical encoders is 21,600 pulses per revolution, and

f
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Figure 42 t
Digital and Analog Output
of Tranamission Error
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maximum driving shaft speed is roughly 0.5 Hz, the

transmission e_ror signal may contain significant

frequency content up to l0 K_z. _ter removing the high

frequency content with a low pass filter, the resulting

transmission error signal is now a smooth waveform.

This is the transmission error of the gear train.

Error sources do exist, but a test for accuracy by

using a gear pair of known tooth profiles, e.g.

parabolic, the amplitudes of the frequency spectrum at

tooth mesh frequency and the harmonics can be predicted

and compared with measured values. Gleason/Goulder

claims the resolution is on the on order of 0.i - 0.2

arc seconds, wh_le the accuracy is in the range of 10 to

15 arc seconds [18].
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01EIGgqAE PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

PR OQI_AM RBFD
[N,ITIAL

CONSTANT L ', 0248 , R = 1 e

,J =61 N = 2

WD = 6 TD = 600

KDkII=, 0 KP_.il= O

KDT_- 0 KPT2" 0

C INT = 00_: f NT1ER VAL

£ND

_vNAPVl C

KT " 22. 5 KB = 30 6

KE == 10069. , TMX " . 2

EIO " 0 _0 =' . 0

KDTI== 0 KPTI- 0

K DW;2= 0 KPW2 u 0

IF ( El GT 100 ) El = I00

IF ( El LT "- I00 _ E1 ="- I00

IF ( E2 gT I00 ) E2 " I00

IF ( E2 LT I00 ) E_ =' .- I00.

IF ( It OT 100 ) [I ,- 100

IF ( 11 LT - I00 ) 11 =,-- I00

IF ( 12 gT IC_._ ) 12- 100.
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DERZVATIVE

END

END

END
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THI = INTEG ( WI 'J )
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T1"¢2 ,,, INTEG ( W2. O )
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P2 - KPW2 • ( W2 )

DT_ = KDT2 • DERIVT _ O, TD- TI )

PT2 ,= KPT2 * ( TD - T1 )

TERMT ( T OE TMX )
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The funds available from the Bational Science

Foundation and The Ohio State University for the

equipment to build this test stand were $B5,510.

Because of the reduced cost of the DC torque motors,

some items originally not planned for will be purchased.

Tl_e funds will be appropriated as follows:
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(1) Drive Motor

(1) Load Motor

(2) Servo _lifiers

(2) Torquemeters and
signal conditioning

(4) Eddy Current probes
and signal conditioning

(2) Precision Encoder
Couplings

(2) Gear Couplings

(1) Baseplate

Shipping and Insurance

(2) Tachometers

(1) Overhead Crane

(1) Slip Ring Assembly for
Gear Tooth Strain
Measurement

(1) Data Logger

(1) Computerized Data

Acquisition

(1) Tracking Ratio Tuner

(1) Additional Strain Gage

Signal Conditioning

Proposal

26,000

33,800

6,000

9,000

2,400

1,200

360

5,800

950

not specified

not specified

not specified

not specified

not specified

not specified

not mpecified

Actuality'

22,000

22,000

10,000

9,000

2,400

donated

donated

920

1,500

2,000

1,500

2,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

Total 85,510 85,320
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